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1: Deputy national security adviser bashed by Melania Trump is reassigned
The National Security Advisor is supported by NSC staff who produce research and briefings for the National Security
Advisor to review and present, either to the National Security Council or directly to the President.

General Keith Kellogg is currently serving as the Acting National Security Adviser so, naturally, he is seen as
a top candidate for the post. He served as the Commander of the 82nd Airborne Division from to You get on
an airplane. An example of the perspective Kellogg gained from working in Iraq is the op-ed he wrote for Fox
News with Mike Flynn last October, concerning the operation to liberate Mosul from the Islamic State.
Kellogg and Flynn criticized the Obama administration for telegraphing the U. They also feared that Iran was
gaining far too much influence through its operations in Iraq and Yemen: CNN lays out this strategy in so
many words: Appointing Petraeus would seem like an unusual move for an administration seeking to recover
from controversy as he lost his position as CIA director in after improperly sharing sensitive material with his
biographer and mistress, Paula Broadwell. President Trump reportedly thinks well of Petraeus, having
considered him for secretary of state and even vice president, according to CNN. She, however, she felt there
was a double standard in play and that she has been treated more harshly than Petraeus. There was no ill intent
and again, no national security was jeopardized in any way. News and World Report notes that Petraeus
remains under criminal probation until April after pleading guilty to a misdemeanor charge of mishandling
classified information. Alexander is a West Point graduate and retired four-star Army general who most
recently served as director of the National Security Agency. He also headed up the U. Fortune describes his
praise of Trump: Speaking at a breakfast in San Francisco on Tuesday morning, retired General Keith
Alexander described a recent meeting at which the President discussed cybersecurity issues with members of
his inner circle. He took what they said, restated it, went on to next thing and allowed everyone to talk. That
was the morning of the day Mike Flynn resigned, so Alexander certainly understood the narrative of White
House chaos he was pushing back against. He made similar points in an interview with Bloomberg Politics ,
saying that Trump was keeping his campaign promise to take cybersecurity seriously. He fears the United
States would be so effective at retaliatory hacking that targets like North Korea would escalate swiftly to
real-world warfare, so efforts are better directed to developing strong computer defenses. He also thinks the
government should work closely with private industry to resolve issues such as the commercial availability of
unbreakable encryption. Bringing him back into the government as National Security Adviser would give the
Trump administration an opportunity to put the expertise he has developed in the private sector at the service
of the American public. He is the first Marine to hold the position of Supreme Allied Commander. This would
provide both valuable insight and good connections as the Kurds continue to figure prominently in U. He
recently published an article written from that very perspective at Foreign Policy. Other accounts are far less
delicate. Jones is currently the head of a consulting firm, Jones Group International , which specializes in
foreign policy, national security, and energy security.
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2: National Security Advisor (India) - Wikipedia
The National Security Advisor, officially known as the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, serves as a
chief advisor to the President of the United States on national security issues. The National Security Advisor serves on
the National Security Council and is assisted by staff.

Supporters say the council, made up of Cabinet officials and security experts who synthesize policies from
across the government, has been streamlined to operate more efficiently. Some, like Harry Truman, rarely
attended NSC meetings, making major decisions with the help of only a few advisers. Others, like Barack
Obama, have leaned heavily on its expertise. Since taking office, Trump has demonstrated little interest in
grinding policy discussions and grown increasingly impatient with long-winded national security briefings,
resulting in an NSC that has been shrinking in size and influence over the course of his presidency, according
to accounts from several current and former Trump administration officials. Despite grappling with major
challenges -- including North Korea, Russia and rising tensions with Iran -- Trump has demonstrated a
tendency to react according to his own instincts and at times with a disregard for information presented by
NSC experts, insisting instead on his own facts, according to former Trump administration officials. Even
though NSC officials limited multi-page briefings on key issues to three bullet points on a notecard, they
rarely got the sense that Trump was reading and internalizing information, one former senior Trump
administration official told CNN. Trump speaks, Republicans follow and Democrats flee Instead, they found
the President repeatedly ignored it, insisting, for example, that the US has a trade deficit with Canada, even
though NSC officials assured him during several in-person briefings that, in fact, it has a surplus. NSC
officials have also sought to dissuade Trump of the notion that NATO members who have not met their
commitment to devote a certain percentage of their gross domestic product to defense spending owe the US
money. Trump is "delegating as much as he can to agencies without giving them guidance or top cover and
making decisions totally in the absence of advice. McMaster, along with former Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson and Mattis agreed to limit the number of senior-level meetings, basically halving the number of
times Cabinet officials and their deputies convened at the White House to just once and twice a week,
respectively. And the Pentagon and State Department instituted caps on how many career officials were
allowed to be detailed out to the White House. In the early s, President George H. After the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, when some felt poor interagency coordination prevented Washington from consolidating gains
after military victories, the NSC expanded to better coordinate US responses to complex global problems. The
NSC ballooned to around staffers under Obama, who was heavily criticized for consolidating decision-making
in the White House and micromanaging policy. It was recognized as a problem. The Atlantic Council, a
nonpartisan think tank, recommended reducing and restricting the NSC to to professionals, and House and
Senate lawmakers included provisions in the defense bill to limit its size. While it is ultimately up to Trump
how he wants to use the NSC, Bolton is responsible for ensuring that the President at least has the opportunity
to review all the critical information at his disposal. Officials at other agencies have complained that Bolton
has all but abdicated his role in coordinating policymaking, even eliciting a formal protest from Mattis, who
complained about the lack of Cabinet-level meetings. A senior administration official described the NSC
downsizing that began under McMaster as a "controlled decline. Those officials include both Middle East
directors, the head of cybersecurity, Rob Joyce , the senior director for transnational threats, the deputy
national security adviser Nadia Schadlow , members of the military team, counterproliferation expert Andrea
Hall and many others. One current official remarked to CNN that he was an "old man" for having worked at
the White House for three months. The official said he was already looking for new jobs and being encouraged
by his supervisor to return home to his parent agency. At the moment, the NSC has over 30 open senior and
deputy level jobs, and several positions and departments have been eliminated or merged, according to sources
and public records. Some argue that many of those vacancies, including positions focused on cyber and
Middle East issues, are for essential jobs, given the national security threats facing the US. The Bolton effect
While it is not unusual for an incoming national security adviser to hire people they can trust , sources tell
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CNN that NSC staff members, with the exception of a few handpicked aides and outside advisers, have had
great difficulty even getting a meeting with Bolton in recent months. Committee meetings come afterward to
implement his decisions. He noted that after a year in office, Trump has a general understanding of his policy
objectives and wanted to surround himself with people he knew would work toward executing that vision. But
that sequence may eliminate advice and input from agencies and career NSC officials, a key part of a
bottom-up strategy, factoring in lower-level expertise, said one former NSC official. She noted that meetings
with NSC experts are intended to provide Bolton with the full scope of information related to a specific threat
so he can then coordinate with relevant agencies to address them.
3: Who is John Bolton, the new national security adviser? - CBS News
The National Security Council (NSC) is the President's principal forum for considering national security and foreign
policy matters with his senior national security advisors and cabinet officials.

4: Melania Trump demands deputy national security adviser be fired
First Lady Melania Trump, in an extraordinary move, is calling for the ouster of Deputy National Security Adviser Mira
ÂRicardel. "It is the position of the Office of the First Lady that.

5: Vice Admiral Robert Harward declines Trump NSA Director offer - CBS News
The National Security Council did not respond to a request for comment. Ricardel was recruited to the National Security
Council by the president's national security adviser, John Bolton.

6: National Security Advisor (United States) - Wikipedia
The National Security Adviser (NSA) (IAST: RÄ•á¹£â€•á¹rÄ«ya Suraká¹£Ä• SalÄ•hakÄ•ra) is the senior official on the
National Security Council (NSC) of India, and the chief adviser to the Prime Minister of India on national and
international security policy.

7: Trump's most trusted national security adviser? Himself. - CNNPolitics
National Security Adviser John Bolton delivered remarks at the Federalist Society in Washington,
www.enganchecubano.com criticized the authority and legitimacy of the International Criminal Court (ICC), stating.

8: NPR Choice page
The National Security Council (NSC) was established in to advise the U.S. president on domestic, foreign, and military
policies related to national security. The NSC is headed by the national security adviser, who is appointed by the
president and not subject to confirmation by the U.S. Senate.

9: White House Deputy National Security Adviser Mira Ricardel Faces Exit
National security adviser H.R. McMaster has resigned and will be replaced by former US ambassador and Fox News
analyst John Bolton, President Donald Trump announced in a tweet on Thursday.
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